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SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

We have no information that Subject appeared at a 

"rally in jto date, nor does the Enbassy have knowledge Ὁ 

of a future visit. of KING t 

_ Any future information which becomes available will 

be forwarded’ to you. We have also taken dus note of your . 

desire that th puthorities not know of your — 
’ 

interest “in Subject's activities, © 
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SUBJECT MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

We have no information that. Subject appeared at a 

rally in to date, nor does the Embassy have knowledge 

of a future visit of KING tof | 

- . Any future information which becomes available will . 

be forwarded to you. [ite have also taken due note of your 

| desire that. the [authorities not -know of. your ._ 

τ interest in Subject's activities.| ὁ 
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We Haves no information that Subject appeared at a 

rally in [ΞΞ 88 aate , nor docs the Embassy have knowledge i 

“of 8 future visit of KING tol | 

Any future. information which becomes available will 

be forwarded. to you. — We have also taken aue αὐδάν of your 

desire that the [___Jauthorities not know of your - 

interest in Subject! 8 activitics. 
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